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Wolters Kluwer provides current, accurate, and authoritative references and professional tools with analysis and  
insight into virtually every aspect of health care law. Cheetah™ Healthcare Law gives you access to practical resources 
and professional references on everything from maintaining full compliance in all areas of health care regulation to 
managing reimbursement efficiently and effectively. Given the ever-changing health care environment, it’s crucial to 
have access to current and reliable resources that cover the issues of greatest concern. Using Cheetah™ Healthcare  
Law, you can make the correct choices, maintain compliance, establish effective policies, and provide reliable  
guidance using:
•  Expert analysis and authoritative content—The industry’s leading professionals deliver real-world insights across 

nearly 40 expert-authored publications covering every key area of health care law.    
•  Practice tools—Manuals, coding resources, forms, checklists, and answer books organized in Q&A format come  

together to help you carry out day-to-day duties efficiently and address less common topics with confidence.  
•  Current awareness—Regular updates, reporters, and newsletters released as often as daily keep health care  

professionals and related practitioners completely current on all key developments.  

TOPICS INCLUDE 
•  Accountable Care Organizations
•  Acute Inpatient Hospital
•  Ambulatory Surgical Centers
•  Anti-kickback Prohibition
•  Antitrust
•  Audits
•  Billing and Coding
•  Certificate of Need
•  Charity Care
•  Civil Monetary Penalties
•  Claims Appeals
•  Conditions of Participation
•  Corporate Governance
•  Cost Reports
•  Coverage
•  Critical Access Hospitals

•  Cybersecurity
•  Deductibles, Premiums,  

Co-Payments
•  Disproportionate Share  

Hospitals
•  Durable Medical Equipment
•  Electronic Health Records
•  Emergency Preparedness
•  EMTALA
•  End-Stage Renal Disease
•  Enforcement Actions
•  Exclusion from Coverage
•  False Claims Act
•  Fraud and Abuse
•  Graduate Medical Education
•  Health Information Technology

•  Health Care Reform
•  HIPAA
•  Home Health
•  Hospice
•  Indirect Medical Education
•  Inpatient Psychiatric Facilities
•  Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities
•  Laboratories
•  Long-Term Care Hospitals
•  Managed Care
•  Medicare Overpayments and 

Underpayments
•  Medicaid
•  Medicaid Integrity Contractors 

(MICs)
•  Medicare Parts A, B, C, and D

•  Medicare Secondary Payer
•  Organ Procurement and  

Transplantation
•  Outpatient Hospitals
•  Outpatient Therapy Services
•  Physician Fee Schedule
•  Program Integrity
•  Provider Agreements
•  Provider Enrollment
•  Qui Tam: Whistleblower Suits
•  Recovery Audit Contractors (RACs)
•  Rural Health Clinics
•  Quality of Care 
•  Skilled Nursing Facilities
• Stark Self-Referral Law
• Telemedicine

LISTING OF TITLES AVAILABLE
•  Civil False Claims & Qui Tam 

Actions
•  Clinical Research Compliance 

Manual: An Administrative Guide 
•  CMS Manuals
•  Consent to Treatment 
•  Corporate Governance for 

Health Care 
•  CPT/CCI Codes 
•  EMTALA Answer Book 
•  Health Care Fraud & Abuse 

Compliance Manual 
•  Health Law & Compliance Update 

•  Health Care Compliance  
Newsletter

•  Health Care Compliance  
Professional's Manual 

•  Health Care Compliance Reporter
•  Health Law Daily 
•  HIPAA Compliance Handbook 
•  HIPAA: A Guide to Health Care  

Privacy and Security Law 
•  Hospital Contracts Manuals 
•  Hospital Law Manual 
•  Hospital Legal Forms,  

Checklists & Guidelines 
•  Journal of Health Care Compliance

•  Managed Care Law Manual 
•  Master Medicare Guide
•  Medical Group Practice: Legal 

and Administrative Guide 
•  Medical Staff Management:  

Forms, Policies, and Procedures 
•  Medicare Explained
•  Medicare Handbook 
•  Medicare and Medicaid Guide 
•  Mergers and Acquisitions: A 

Primer for Health Care  
Organizations

•  Perioperative Services
•  Physicians Medicare Guide 

•  Privacy & Cybersecurity Law 
Deskbook 

•  Reimbursement Advisor  
•  Social Security & Medicare 

Answer Book 
•  Standard of Care in Emergency 

Medicine 
•  State Health Law Library 
•  The Receivables Report for 

America's Health Care Financial 
Managers

•  Understanding TRICARE

PRACTICE TOOLS
•  DAB Smart Chart
•  DRG and APC Tables
•  DRG Compare Smart Chart
•  Health Coverage Change  

Analyzer
•  Health Privacy Jurisdictional 

Compare Smart Chart 

•  Health Regulatory Change 
Analyzer

•  Health State & Federal Law 
Jurisdictional Compare Smart 
Chart

•  Medicare and Medicaid Guide 
Smart Charts

•  PPS Wage Index and Other Data 
Tables

•  PRRB and Related Decisions 
Smart Chart

•  Reimbursement Toolkit
  - MS-DRG Grouper Calculator
  - Outpatient PPS Calculator
  -  Physician Fee Schedule  

Calculator
•  Settlement Agreements Smart 

Chart
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Civil False Claims & Qui Tam Actions
Detailed analysis of the Civil False Claims statute, including  
a balanced approach to every important aspect of case  
preparation and litigation—from establishing the merits of  
a claim to determining the formula for arriving at the qui tam 
plaintiff's award.

Clinical Research Compliance Manual:  
An Administrative Guide 
Full coverage of today's most crucial topics, including human 
subject protections, Institutional Review Board regulations  
and requirements, conflicts of interest, scientific misconduct, 
reimbursement issues, and much more. 

CMS Manuals
Full text of both the Internet-only and paper-based manuals  
maintained by CMS. The Manuals are used by CMS program  
components, partners, contractors, and State Survey Agencies  
to administer CMS programs. Also includes all Transmittals  
which provide updates to Manuals and technical instructions  
to Medicare contractors and providers.

Consent to Treatment: A Practical Guide 
A complete library of patient-consent topics and solutions,  
helping formulate effective, voluntary and lawful consent  
policies and procedures to limit liability and avoid litigation.

Corporate Governance for Health Care:  
A Practical Guide 
In-depth, how-to coverage of the key, day-to-day corporate  
responsibility issues most vital to health care professionals. 

CPT/CCI Codes 
Descriptions and relative value unit information for the HCPCS/
CPTII codes as well as the Correct Coding Initiative (CCI) edits,  
both related to Medicare physician reimbursement.

EMTALA Answer Book 
Q&A guidance through the Emergency Medical Treatment and  
Active Labor Act (EMTALA) and its effect on emergency physicians, 
on-call physicians, specialists, and hospitals, with guidance on 
how to meet medical duties and avoid severe penalties.

Health Care Fraud & Abuse Compliance Manual 
A comprehensive overview of legislative and regulatory  
restrictions that affect the way health care providers conduct 
business and how they structure relationships among themselves.

Health Law & Compliance Update 
Practical advice and analytical tools for use in organizational 
compliance programs, with timely and thorough analysis of many 
substantive topics from national experts. 

Health Law Daily 
Breaking court and administrative decisions, legislative and 
regulatory developments, agency rulings, and a complete report 
of the daily news that affects health law. 

Health Care Compliance Newsletter
The Health Care Compliance Newsletter focuses on topics  
relevant to health care compliance professionals including the 
latest news related to health care reform, health information 
technology, HIPAA, antitrust, anti-kickback, physician self- 
referral, fraud and abuse, EMTALA, and employment news.  
The newsletter, which is published bi-monthly, is written by 
Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S. health law editors.

Health Care Compliance Professional's Manual 
The Health Care Compliance Professional's Manual  is one of  
the most vital, long-standing, and best known resources in the 
world of health care compliance. It has all the tools you and  
your compliance team need to plan and execute a customized 
compliance program. The new edition with AHLA (American 
Health Law Association) is filled with industry best practices, 
sample forms, policies, procedures, and much more to save you 
time and comply with federal standards.

Health Care Compliance Reporter 
Access to the full text of all compliance-related laws, regulations,  
cases and advisory opinions, both on the federal level as well as 
for all 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.

HIPAA Compliance Handbook 
Expert insights into HIPAA compliance, describing the transaction,  
privacy, and security regulations in detail and addressing issues 
common to all three, as well as issues unique to each.

HIPAA: A Guide to Health Care Privacy and 
Security Law 
A single resource providing full coverage of the HIPAA Privacy and 
Security Rules, updated forms and resources, coverage of both 
state and federal legal requirements, guidance on avoiding civil 
and criminal penalties, practical guidance on the HIPAA Rules 
and GDPR, and more.

Hospital Contracts Manuals 
The nuts and bolts for negotiating and drafting the numerous  
contracts that affect the daily operations of health care facilities.
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Hospital Law Manual 
Detailed, relevant analysis of major health law issues, evaluating 
both federal and state legislation, including EMTALA, HIPAA and 
the Medicare and Medicaid Acts.

Hospital Legal Forms, Checklists & Guidelines 
A library of hospital law and administrative strategies in two 
authoritative volumes, providing the most complete and concise 
presentation available of the legal environment shaping day-to-
day decision making in hospitals.

Journal of Health Care Compliance 
Practical guidance on how to avoid government inquiries and 
stay in compliance with health care laws and regulations.

Managed Care Law Manual 
The facts health care attorneys, managed care organizations, 
and health care administrators need to make informed choices. 

Medical Group Practice: Legal and  
Administrative Guide 
Consolidated source of practical, professionally developed  
practice management materials, providing knowledge and tools 
for every key building block of a thriving group practice.

Medical Staff Management: Forms, Policies, 
and Procedures 
Comprehensive collection of forms, policies, procedures,  
correspondence, and more, covering credentialing, privileging, 
accreditation and regulations, allied health professionals,  
quality assessment, and improvement. 

Medicare Handbook 
Coverage of the issues involved in providing effective planning 
advice or advocacy services.

Medicare and Medicaid Guide with Archives
Explanations and primary source documents relating to the 
Medicare and Medicaid programs. The explanatory material  
is written by a team of health care law professionals and is  
updated several times a year. Laws, regulations, cases,  
administrative decisions, agency releases, and other primary 
source documents are added to the product daily and are 
presented by document type. Related explanations and primary 
source documents are linked to each other throughout the  
product. The archive includes primary source material from  
1967 to 1996.

Physicians Medicare Guide 
Includes primary source material related to Medicare physician 
reimbursement.

Privacy & Data Security Law Deskbook 
The thorough, practical, sector-specific guidance needed to 
meet today's challenges and minimize the risk of data breaches 
that can damage a company's reputation.

Reimbursement Advisor  
Provides practical analyses of key developments in prospective 
payments, recommended courses of action, legislative updates, 
practical management strategies, legal advice, and sound  
financial planning tips. Reimbursement Advisor is published  
in an easy-to-read 12-page format.

Social Security & Medicare Answer Book 
The specific guidance necessary to ensure clients receive  
maximum benefit under the law.

Standards of Care in Emergency Medicine 
An exact analysis of what standards of care apply in more than 
41 of the most commonly litigated emergency situations, from 
heart attack to stroke, from trauma to adverse drug reaction.

State Health Law Library 
Full text of health care-related statutes, updated text of health 
care regulations as they become effective, and the full text of 
state Medicaid Manuals and state Medicaid plans.

The Receivables Report for America's Health 
Care Financial Managers
Includes actual profit-improvement examples from facilities  
nationwide, secrets for successfully challenging denials, tips  
for using automation to increase cash flow as well as real-
world strategies currently being used to prepare for health care 
reform. It also includes key statistics and survey results to help 
measure performance and avoid costly mistakes.

Understanding TRICARE
Full text of the laws and regulations governing CHAMPUS/TRICARE  
with explanations covering eligibility, scope of coverage,  
reimbursement, fraud and abuse, and peer review; includes  
the newsletter, TRICARE Update, covering the latest materials 
related to TRICARE laws.
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“Wolters Kluwer’s Cheetah platform is the most complete and efficient solution 
for health reimbursement and compliance legal research. I’ve encouraged ALL of 
our health attorneys to use Cheetah to save time and highly recommend WK over 
other competitive products in the market!” 

Carol A. Poindexter  
Partner, Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP, Vice Chair, Sponsorship Committee, ABA Health Law Section

Cheetah™ Healthcare Law

Contact us at 1-866-529-6600 to learn more.  
WoltersKluwerLR.com/cheetah/healthcare-law
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HOME PAGE

TREATISES AND EXPLANATIONS —Treatises and 
explanatory research products on Medicare and 
Medicaid, health care compliance, HIPAA, managed 
care, cybersecurity, medical practice, and more, 
written by experts in a variety of reimbursement 
and compliance fields.

PRIMARY SOURCE CONTENT—Collections of  
the most important primary source materials 
relating to reimbursement and compliance, 
including statutes, regulations, CMS Manuals, 
administrative decisions, Federal Register  
issuances, and court cases.

NEWS & BLOGS—Daily, weekly, and monthly  
news products covering the most significant  
reimbursement and compliance topics. Email 
alerts and delivery also available.

PRACTICE TOOLS—Calculators, Smart Charts, 
and tables provide target answers to complex 
reimbursement and compliance issues.


